Shooting Classes Defined
All shots for record are shot at 50 yards
Sporter Class
Any unmodified factory rifle having its original barrel, stock and trigger, chambered for the .22 LR
cartridge meeting the following requirements is permitted.
Exclusions:1] Factory triggers may be modified but not replaced. 2] Factory barrels may be set back, cut
back, rechambered, and/or re‐crowned, but must retain visible factory markings. 3] Original factory
stocks may be action glass bedded.
Unmodified factory rifles (with exclusions) and scope shall not weigh more than 8 pounds.
No barrel attachments.
No limit on scope magnification.
Two piece rests only. Rests may not be attached.
Rests may be placed upon a shooting bench but not attached.
Limited Class
Any rifle chambered for the .22 LR cartridge meeting the following requirements is permitted.
No rifle / scope weight limits.
No limit on scope magnification.
No dimensional restrictions to barrel or stock. (Factory barrels only, no aftermarket or custom barrels).*
Limited production rifles such as (but not limited to), Coopers and Bleikers, that use aftermarket barrels
such as Shilen, Lija, Krieger, Wilson, etc. will shoot in the Unlimited Class.
Any / all barrel attachments permitted.
Two piece rests only. Rests may not be attached.
Rests may be placed upon a shooting bench but not attached.
Unlimited Class
All Limited Class requirements noted above, apply to the Unlimited Class with exceptions:
1] One piece rests (recommended / preferred) or two piece rests (competitor option) are used.
2] Any rifle having an after market barrel must compete in this class.
All Classes
When a CEASE FIRE, or COLD range is called, or when a competitor finishes their stage before time is
called, competitors will remove magazines, bolts and insert an empty chamber indicator (ECI) into their
rifle’s chamber. Competitors will move behind the firing line and wait for further instructions.

